Statements of agreement
Data protection

Client or Supplier:

Customer or Supplier number or project number:

Good advice and support
Good advice and support are tailored to your needs.
In order for us, ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd. and affiliated companies of the ZANNI GROUP, as the responsible
body, to become even better acquainted with your goals and wishes or those of your company (hereinafter
referred to jointly as "I", "you" or "your"), please consent to the processing of your data by your signature.
Your consent(s) also apply(s) in favour of the companies of the ZANNI GROUP.
The persons signing for the customer are hereby notified that you are giving this consent(s) for yourself and
for the customer. The consent(s) are voluntary and can be revoked at any time, also individually, with effect
for the future.
Note: If you do not consent or revoke consent at a later time, this will not affect our business relationship.
We can then process your data to the legally permissible extent (e.g. to fulfil the contract). Other consents
and agreements with us or third parties are also not affected by this.
A. Analysis of personal data
I would like individual advice, support and information about products and campaigns. Therefore I agree that
you can link the following data about me, evaluate it together and use it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

personal data, such as name, date of birth, marital status, occupation
contact data, such as address, e-mail and telephone numbers
my credit rating or comparable data
current accounts or comparable data
data from consulting and service meetings, sales activities, orders, documentation and data entry
forms, product checks and comparable data
6. statistical data that can be assigned to me using general criteria, such as the suitability of products
and services
7. data about my use of your digital offers, access times of websites, apps or newsletters, clicked pages
or entries and comparable data
Yes, I agree to the linking, evaluation and use of my listed data (including my use of digital offers) for
the aforementioned purposes.
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B. Analysis of data from payment transactions
I agree that you may also include the following payment data in the analysis of personal data (A.):
•
•

Recipients and clients (including their bank details), insofar as the recipients or clients are natural
persons, we respect their right to informational self-determination
Purposes of payments

Payment transactions may also contain special categories of personal data (in accordance with Art. 9 GDPR)
because of the purposes for which they are used. We do not evaluate such data.
Purpose of the analysis of data from payment transactions
You advise, support and inform me as precisely as possible, e.g. at a time that is convenient for me, about
products and campaigns that are suitable for me.
Yes, I also agree to the linking, evaluation and use of data from my payment transactions for the
aforementioned purposes.
C. Information on products and promotions
I would like to be informed by you about your products and promotions and those of the companies of the
ZANNI GROUP by
Phone
Electronic mail, such as e-mail, app message or SMS
Postal
Goals and wishes
In order to get to know your goals and wishes even better, the companies of the ZANNI GROUP work
closely together as "alliance partners" of ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd. By signing this form you agree to the data
exchange between us and our partner companies. Consent to the exchange of data is voluntary and can be
revoked at any time with effect for the future.
D. Data Exchange ZANNI GROUP / Cooperation and Sales Partners
I agree that the companies of the ZANNI GROUP, as "alliance partners" of ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd., may
mutually exchange the following data concerning me:
1. personal data, such as name, date of birth, marital status, profession, tax identification number,
identification data and comparable data
2. contact data, such as address, e-mail address and telephone numbers and similar data
3. data from consulting and service meetings, sales activities, documentation, data collection forms,
product checks, classification into customer groups and comparable data
4. account and contract data and comparable data
5. my credit rating and comparable data
6. conclusions drawn by the companies of the ZANNI GROUP as an "affiliated partner" of
ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd. from the analysis of personal data, such as contractual or product affinity, if
the analysis was carried out on a statutory basis.
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Purpose of data exchange
The companies of the ZANNI GROUP as "alliance partners" of ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd. advise, support and
inform me as precisely as possible, e.g. at a time that is convenient for me, about suitable services and
products, investment opportunities and campaigns. Within this framework, the data is also exchanged for the
purpose of updating and correcting existing data.
Yes, I agree to the mutual exchange of data between the companies of the ZANNI GROUP as an
"affiliated partner" of ZANNI+PARTNER Ltd. for the aforementioned purposes.
The consents are voluntary and can be revoked by me at any time, also individually, with effect for the
future. The persons signing for the customer are hereby informed that they give these consents for
themselves as well as for the customer.
Place, Date

Signature of customer or supplier
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